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I. General comments

This paper presents systematic observations performed during 19 months with an elas-
tic lidar settled in Northern Corsica. The Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) measurements
from an AERONET sun-photometer and from the SEVIRI satellite are used to constrain
the Klett inversion and retrieve the average lidar ratio of the aerosol column. Data are
then analyzed in terms of monthly mean AOD, monthly mean extinction profiles and
average layer height. Case studies of dust or pollution outbreaks are also presented to
highlight the main origins and transport mechanisms the particles.
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The authors place their work in the line of the numerous previous studies about
aerosols that took place in the Mediterranean basin. However, neither the scientific
objectives nor the scientific contribution of this paper are clear to me, in regard to this
already abundant literature. Indeed, the database is not of exceptional duration and
even slightly short to produce a reliable climatology, and the instrument is not a Raman
or a depolarization lidar.

I understand that not all campaigns can involve world-class instruments and that
medium scale projects also need to produce publications. However, in this case, I
think that data are not presented in the best way to highlight the seasonal variability
of aerosols (see the specific comments) and therefore favor their exploitation by other
scientists. Moreover, the discussion is not complete and the paper would probably gain
in clarity by adopting a more classic structure – instrumentation, methodology, results,
discussion – instead of presenting and discussing first the AOD, and then the lidar
observations.

Yet, the most important problem is not one of those, but the major concerns I have
about the scientific quality of the data treatment. I do not trust the cloud screening
process and I am not confident either about the normalization of the lidar signal to the
molecular reference (details in the specific comments). These both are blocking points
because the resulting lidar ratio and aerosol extinction profiles will not be trustworthy if
these issues are not addressed properly.

II. Specific comments

Abstract

Page 9508(2) line 10. I suppose the ±0.09 is the standard deviation of the AOD but
this must be precised.

Section 1. Introduction

This is such a long text without breathing. . . Please separate this into several para-
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graphs reflecting the logical succession of ideas.

The objectives and scientific significance of the paper should also be presented more
clearly in this section. Many references are given, but the novelty of this paper com-
pared to previous literature does not appear clearly to the reader.

Section 2. Aerosol optical depth from sun photometer and satellite

Page 9510(4) line 24-25. Why mention this Ersa sun-photometer if it is not used at all
in this study?

Page 9511(5) line 4. Why not use the best quality level 2.0 AERONET data? The level
1.5 data can still suffer from cirrus cloud contamination while the level 2.0 data have
been manually cloud-screened. Using the level 1.5 data is only justified for preliminary
results, when the level 2.0 data are not yet available.

Page 9511(5) line 19. This threshold of 2 SEVIRI observations seems very low to me.
Assuming that half of the surface in the 25 km radius is sea water, that means 8 to
9 pixels. Moreover, the AOD product is available at a 15 minute resolution so that, in
perfect conditions, the total number of observations matching the 1h lidar averaging
period should be at least 32. When there are only 2 observations out of 32 (about 6%),
this can only mean that the scene was more than partly cloudy and make the results
doubtful.

Page 9511(5) line 24-25. What type of linear regression is used here? The default
ordinary-least-square y-versus-x regression that was probably used is adapted when
the aim is to predict y (SEVIRI) using x (AERONET). If the aim is just to compare both
datasets, an orthogonal regression method should be preferred. When discussing
slopes very close to 1 and small intercepts, the regression method does have an influ-
ence on the result.

Section 3. Lidar observations

Page 9512(6) line 13-19. The minimum range of 145 m is given in absolute altitude
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(above see level / a.s.l.) while all the overlap information are given in relative altitude
(above ground level / a.g.l.). However, the altitude of the ground is not given anywhere
so it is not possible to compare. This does have an importance as the blind zone has to
be accounted for when comparing the lidar AOD to the sun-photometer AOD. Another
point that surprises me is that you seem to use a fixed a.s.l. minimum range while the
instrument was moved before the end of the campaign to a site whose ground level is
probably not the same. . .

Page 9512(6) line 22. A 50 km distance between the lidar and the sun-photometer is
quite something! The AOD can vary significantly over such a distance so the lidar ratio
values retrieved for this last part of the campaign should be used with caution.

Section 3.1. Cloud screening

The number and/or fraction of remaining hourly profiles should be given for each month
of the time series as it is necessary to assess the representativeness of the observa-
tions. I suggest indicating it above the upper x-axis of Figure 4 and remind it on the
panels of Figure 5.

Section 3.2. Extinction coefficient

Giving the lidar equations but naming only half of the variables appearing in it will
make things hardly understandable for non-lidar specialists, while lidar specialists do
not need to be reminded with the equations. . . In an ACP paper, it is possible to stick to
the most important facts that are: which hypothesis are needed (and made) to retrieve
the lidar ratio and the extinction.

Precisions on the algorithmic process used to make the lidar AOD converge to the
constraint value are lacking. Is it dichotomy? raising the value from a minimum bound
until finding the right answer? I would like to know because the optical depth is some-
times not a monotonic function of the LR so the chosen method might also impact the
retrieved LR. Also, is there any error estimation process?
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Some information also lack about which AOD data is precisely used to constrain the
LR value. What I guess is that the sun-photometer AOD is used by default, and that
SEVIRI AOD is used to fill in the gaps, but this is never explained properly. The fraction
of AERONET and SEVIRI data that is actually used should also be precised.

Page 9514(8) line 14. Please complete the discussion with other, more recent, refer-
ences giving LR values obtained from Raman or high spectral resolution lidar. Müller
et al. (2007) was cited elsewhere, why not use it here? Then, there is also the work by
Burton et al. (2012) and Schuster et al. (2012) for dust, and all the Raman observa-
tions in the Mediterranean region that are cited in the introduction (Amiridis et al. 2005,
Papayanis et al. 2008, Sicard et al. 2011 etc.).

Page 9515(9) line 12. If this ±23 sr is a standard deviation, please precise it.

Page 9515(9) line 12. From what is said in Section 3.1, there are about 7200 cloudless
lidar profiles. However, the LR appears to be estimated on only 1836 hourly profiles:
what happened to the rest? Even if half of the 7200 profiles are night-time profiles
without matching AOD data, there still miss some. . . I guess convergence with the sun-
photometer AOD could not be reached for those profiles, but then, what LR value was
used to treat them? If it really comes from the last profile for which convergence was
reached, this can bring us pretty far backward in time. . . and give one aberrant LR value
a very large weight.

Page 9515(9) line 13-14. An increase of LR with the AOD? If high AOD means dust
events, one would expect the reverse, please push the discussion farther. Also, why
not discuss the seasonality of the LR values, at least using 3 months averages?

Page 9515(9) line 16-21. See my comments on Figure 4 below. By the way, an excel-
lent agreement between the lidar and the sun-photometer AOD is nothing remarkable,
as the lidar AOD was constrained to the sun-photometer value. . . On the contrary, I am
surprised that such discrepancy can exist in June 2012 or February 2013. . .
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Page 9515(9) line 22-26. I have two main concerns about those monthly mean extinc-
tion profiles (Fig. 5). First, there are those spikes (for instance, between 3 and 4 km on
the February 2013 profile). They are too sharp for an aerosol layer, especially merged
in a monthly mean profile. Instead, these spikes are typical of clouds and indicate that
the cloud screening was poor, and/or that the number of profiles included in the aver-
age is low. This is a major blocking point: the extinction in clouds is so much higher
than in aerosol layers that there is no point is discussing furthermore the extinction
values and layer altitudes if the cloud screening process is deficient.

The second problem with Figure 5 are the extinction values at 7 km. If the molecular
reference is taken around 7 km as stated earlier, then the extinction should tend toward
a strict zero at 7 km, yet I can even see some increases with altitude (e.g. in January). I
see two possibilities to explain that. Either the aerosol layer was extending above 7 km
and in that case, the altitude of the molecular reference should have been increased
(and so does the upper range of the figure). Or they were cirrus clouds in the layer
that was used as molecular reference. In both cases, the resulting extinction profile
will be false. This is another major blocking point that needs to be cleared before any
publication in ACP can be allowed.

Section 3.3. Comparison with ground-level data

Before any comment can be made on this section, questions regarding the cloud
screening process and the molecular reference at 7 km need to be answered. If not,
all extinction and backscatter values from the lidar are questionable.

Section 3.4. Layer altitude

Page 9517(11) line 17. Does the phrase "daytime variability" refer to the day-to-day
variability or to the boundary layer daily cycle, this is not clear.

Anyway, due to the much higher extinction in clouds compared to aerosol layers, gradi-
ent detection is meaningless if the cloud screening process is deficient. Therefore, the
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same comment as for the previous section applies here.

Section 3.5. Synthesis

I found here some of the points I would have liked to see earlier (discussion about
the retrieved LR values for instance). Such concern should disappear if the paper is
re-ordered into a proper instrumentation / methodology / results / discussion structure.

Regarding references about LR values, as said earlier, I would expect more compar-
ison to previous work on the Mediterranean basin in the discussion, especially the
Raman lidar observations (Amiridis et al. 2005, Papayanis et al. 2008, Sicard et al.
2011). Besides, those references are already in the introduction, why not use them
here?

Section 4. Discussion on specific events

I do not see clearly the scientific contribution of this section. Presenting case studies
is interesting to outline unusual particle properties, or highlight a special and not yet
identified transport mechanism for the aerosols layers. If the aim is to present the
most common sources of dust and pollution advected over Corsica and assess their
relative contribution, then I would expect more statistical tools such as back-trajectory
clustering. So far, this section only appears to me as a catalog of cases without goal.

Regarding the vertical profiles of extinction, the same remarks as in the previous sec-
tion apply: spikes indicating clouds and non-zero extinction near the molecular refer-
ence layer make all the lidar results doubtful.

Regarding the structure, subsections entitled "desert dust" and "pollution" would be
clearer than a separation between "satellite data" and "vertical profiles and air mass
origin".

Section 4. Conclusions

This part will have to be rewritten following the other changes requested in the paper.
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Figures

Figure 2. Why not show an average seasonal cycle with mustache boxes for each
month of the year? This would provide higher level information on the AOD variability
than scattered dots. Moreover, why show SEVIRI data from 2011 while the lidar and
sun-photometer data presented in this paper start only in 2012?

Figure 3. I a not convinced of the utility of this Figure. Showing that the cloud screen-
ing process works on one case will not convince me – or anyone familiar with lidar
data – that the spikes on the extinction profiles (Fig. 5) are not clouds that escaped
screening. . .

Figure 4. In order for the comparison to have meaning, please indicate the number
of observations included in each monthly average and plot the standard deviations as
well. Like for Figure 2, the time interval should be limited to the campaign period. If
Figure 2 is turned to an average seasonal cycle then Figures 2 and 4 should probably
be merged as the lidar AOD (constrained to the sun-photometer AOD) does not bring
much more information.

Figure 5. Please indicate the number of profiles included in each average profile.

Figure 6. Same remark as for Figure 2: why not show an average seasonal cycle?

Figure 8. Same remark as for Figure 5: please indicate the number of profiles included
in each average profile.
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